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When Ferdinand Marcos declared martial law in the
Philippines
on September 21, 1972, many U.S. Navy
fleet sailors and permanent party personnel stationed
at Subic Bay Naval Base, Philippines,
reacted with shock
and shame. They were aware of the American hand in the
declaration
of martial law. They wanted to do something
to show their sympathies with the Filipino
people, whose
democratic rights had just been crudely wiped out, and
to warn the American people of what was happening.
So
they held a meeting on Subic Base. One of the sailors
had drawn a cartoon for 11SeaSick", the Subic enlisted
men's underground newspaper.
The cartoon was a drawing
of Luzon, the main island of the Philippines.
Across
the center of Luzon ran a thick black line labeled
"DHZ". The words "North Luzon" and "South Luzon" were
written in the two halves.
Off the coast of Luzon
were the attac k carriers
USS America and USS Enterprise,
sen ding planes of f their decks to bomb North Luzon. The
caption read, "PHILIPPINES, THE NEXTVIETNAN".
Feeling at the meeting ran strongly against Marcos, whom
these sailors regarded as another corrupt dictator
like
Thieu.
Marcos had already arrested
thousands of Filipinos,
closed down all press not per sonally owned by him, closed
all schools, bann ed all strikes and demonstrations,
and
generally swept away all the civil liberties
of the Filipino people.
The Gis knew that as Marcos ran into more
and more resistance
from the Filipino
people, he would
ask for more and more help from the U.S. government.
So
they started writing letters
back home to family and
friends,
to hometown newspapers, to Congresspeople--telling
Americans that we've got to stop somewhere and
learn from Vietnam. That it's up to us, the American
people, to stop the military
and the big industries
from making the Philippines
another Vietnam.
During the last four years, more and more Americans have
been asking how we ever got involved in Vietnam in the
first place.
What they learned from the Pentagon Papers
disclosures
did not fill them with confidence in the
good motives of U.S. policymakers.
At this time, it is
appropri~te
to start asking how we ever got involved
in the Philippines.
1
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The Philippines
was under Spanish rule for over 350 years
before the American invasion of 1898, This is how President
McKinley explained our original
involvement:
"I have been criticised
a good deal about the Philippines,
but I don't deserve it.
The truth ia, I didn't want the
Philippines, and when they came to us, aa a gift from the
Goda, 1 did not knov what to do with them. I wlked the
floor of the White Houae night after night until midnight;
and I am not ashamed to tell you, Gentlemen, that I went
down on my knees and prayed to Almighty God for light and
guidance more than one night,
"And one night late it came to me this wy---I don't know
how it was, but it came: (1) that we could not give them
back to Spain• .that would be cowardly and dishonorable;
(2) that we could not turn them over to France or Germany·
that would be bad business and discreditable;
(3) that we
could not leave them to themselves - they were unfit for
self-government and they would soon have anarchy and mis·
rule over there worse than Spain's was; and (4) that there
2

was nothing l eft for us to do but take them all, and to
educate the Filipinos,
and uplift and civilize
and Christianize them, and by God's grace, do the very best we could
by them, as our fellow men, for whomChrist also died.
And then I went to bed, and went to sleep, and slept
souDdly, and the next morning I sent for the War Department, and told them to put the Philippines
on the map of
the United States, and there they are, and there they
shall stay while I am President."

Senator Henry Cabot Lodge pointed out, ''We make no
hypocritical
pretense of being interested
in the
Philippines
solely on account of others ••• We believe
in trade expansion."
Or the Honorable Charles Denby,
a friend of McKinley's:
"The cold, practical
question
remains:
Will the possession of these islands benefit
us as a nation?
If they will not, set them free tomorrow and let their people, if they please, cut eachothers
throats. 11

Other members of the President's
party were a little
more
frank about the reasons for U.S. involvement.
Republican
Senator Albert Beveridge of Indiana said:
"American factories are making more than the American
people can use; American soil is producing more than they
can consume, Fate has written our policy for us; the
trade of the world must and shall be ours.
And we will
get it as our Mother England has taught us how, We will
establish
trading posts throughout the world as distributing points for American products,
We will soon cover
the ocean with our merchant marine,
We will build a Navy
to the measure of our greatness.
Great colonies governing
themselves(???),
flying our flag, and trading with us,
will grow about our posts of trade.
Our institutions
will
follow our flag on the wings of c011111erce. And American
Law, American Order, American Civilization,
and the American Flag, will plant themselves on shores hitherto bloody
and beknighted, but by those agencies of God henceforth
to be made beautiful and bright,,.
THE PHILIPPINES ARE LOGICALLYOURFIRST TARGET,"

Taking the Philippines was a controversial
step and
a great turning point for America at the tum of
the century.
Many Americans felt that to take a colony
was in violation
of the democratic principles
and revolutionary heritage expressed in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution.
They founded an organization in 1898 called the American Anti-Imperialist
League, which at its peak in 1899 had over 40,000 duespaying members, including members of Congress, businessmen like Andrew Carnegie, noted writers,
labor and farm
leaders,
Mark Twain said at the time, 'I am an antiimperialist
because I am opposed to having the Eagle
hook its talons into any other land."
Republican
Senator Hoar of Massachusetts declared, "No nation was
ever created good eno•.tgh to own another."
Democratic
Presidential
candidate William Jennings Bryan said in
1900, "Imperialism would be profitable
to the Army
contractors;
it would be profitable
to the shipowners,
who would carry live soldiers to the Philippines
and
bring dead soldiers back; it would be profitable
to
those who would seize upon the franchises;
but to the
farmer and the laboring man, and to the vast majority
of those engaged in other occupations,
it would bring
expenditures without returns and risks without reward."

4
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But it didn't work. A small group of men close to
HcKinley, primarily Teddy Roosevelt and Henry Cabot
Lodge who represented
expansionist
commercial interests,
had convinced NcKinley to take the Philippines.
They
conducted a vigorous campaign to stampede the public
into supporting the war. Their skillful
propaganda,
their ability
to control news coming from the fighting
front, made their campaign in large part successful.
America was on the threshold of a new era.
As
Assistant
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
Vanderlip
said t
II
We thus see with sudden clearness
that some of the most
revered of our political
maxims (like our constitution??)
have outlived their force.
A new mainspring has become
the directing
force, •• the mainspring of commercialism."
Taking the Philippines
marked a sad but predictable
turning point in the history of our nation---from
Republic to Empire.

In December, 1898, the u.s. and Spain signed the Treaty of
Paris, whereby Spain sold the Philippines
to the U.S. for
$20 million.
Of course, it wasn't Spain's to sell, and the
new government of the Philippine
Republic was not consulted
at all.
In order for the U.S. to cash in on its new purchase,
it had to use 126,000 troops in an 8 year war that killed
600,000 Filipinos,
or one sixth of the total population,
But the U.S. never intended to let the Filipinos
their independence •••

have

THE PHl£lfPfH£-liMEKIClcW
WAR-:
tlteHrJt
v~f1taM

Keeping the Philippines
wasn't quite as easy as putting
a map on the wall of McKinley's office.
A national
revolution
against Spain had broken out in the Philippines
in Hl96. This revolution
was already in an advanced
stage when the Spanish-American War broke out in 1893.
Admiral Dewey, Commander of the U.S. Pacific Fleet, met
the Filipino
leader Emilio Aguinaldo in Hong Kong and
promised American a id for Philippine
independence, ~lcKinley sent Dewey to Manila in May 1898 to destroy the Spanish fleet there.
By this time, the Filipino people had
already driven the Spanish forces from the countryside
into Manila.
On June 12, 1898, Filipinos
proclaimed
independence and elected Aguinaldo as President of the
first Philippine
Republic.

5

That the Filipino
people sided overwhelmingly with their
new Republic against the U.S. invasion was admitted by
General Arthur MacArthur (Douglas MacArthur's father)
in 1900:
" ••• most of the towns secretly organized complete
insurgent municipal govenunents, to proceed simultan·
eously and in the same sphere as the American govern·
ments and in mwny instances through the same personnel,,.
In orther words, the towns, regardless of the fact of
American occupation and town organization,
are the actual
bases for all insurgent military activities,,
.The success
of this unique system or war depends upon al.most complete
unity of action of the entire native population.
That
such unity of action is a fact is too obvious to admit of
discussion."
6

This sounds a lot like the guerilla
war in Vie tnam doesn't
it? The difference
is that the U.S. was abl e to d;feat
the Filipinos
at this time, while it has not been able to
defeat the Vietnamese.
In a war of this kind, the entire
population becomes the enemy. What tactics
did the U.S.
military
use to defeat the first Philippine
Republic?
Secretary of War Elihu Root clescribed the war this way in
1902: "Utilizing
the lessons of the Frontier
Indian Wars 1
the Army has relentlessly
follow ed the guerrilla
bands to
their fastnesses
in the mountains and jungle and crushed
them"

The Army made use of black soldiers
in the war against
the Filipinos,
thinking them to be immune to yellow
fever because of their race.
White officers
dangled the
carrot of first-class
citizenship
before black soldiers,
They could prove their worth and patriotism
by killing
Filipinos,
But even in combat zones, rigid Jim Crow
laws were enforced,
encouraging the black soldiers
to
feel a solidarity
for the struggle of the Filipinos,
whom
they came to regard as their colored brothers.
One black
soldier,
writing to a hometown newspaper, said: "We black
men here in the Philippines
are trapped between the Devil
and the Deep Blue."
Many blacks deserted and joined the
ranks of the Filipino
fighters.
A white officer,
in a
letter home remarked, ''The Negro soldiers
are in closer
sympathy with the aims of the native populations
than they
are with those of their white leaders and the policy of
the United States."

General Jake Smith gave the following instructions
to his
troops during the Samar campaign: "I want no prisoners.
I
want you to kill and burn, the more you kill and burn the
more you will please me." When a Major Waller asked General
Smith what should be the age limit for killing,
the General
replied,
"Everything over ten." During the war, Filipino
dead averaeed 5 times Filipino
wounded.
Many people in the U.S. were horrified
by these methods,
just as many Americans were shocked by incidents
such as
the My Lai massacre in Vietnam.
A Senate investigation
was held of crimes by U.S. troops in the Philippines.
Here is some testimony from General Hughes on the practice
of destroying whole villages
in r etaliation
for guerilla
attacks:
Senator Rawlins:
If th e se shacks were of no
consequence, what was the utility
of their
destruction?
General Hughes: The destruction
was a punishment.
They permitted the guerillas
to come in there and
belong
to the free world!

7
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The Philippines
has been described as "as extension of
American territory
for military
and economic reasons."
The U.S. wants the Philippines
because of its cheap labor,
vast amounts of natural resources,
a new market for surplus
American products, and the profitable
field of in vestment
it offers to U.S. big business.
A crude example of the
opportunities
available
here is the fact that the Philippines has the highest per person consumption of American
soda pop (principally
Pepsi & Coke) of any place in the
world,
But the Philippines
has more than just economic
value.
It is a strategic
foothold, only 600 miles from the
Asian mainland,
The U.S. used the Philippines
in its
expansionist
drive to convert the Pacific into an American
Lake, and get its share of Asian markets, especially
China.

conceal themselves and they gave no sign.
It is
always .....
Senator Rawlins:
The punishment in that case would
fall, not upon the men, who could go elsewhere, but
mainly upon the women and little
children.
General Hughes: The women and children are part of
the family, and where you wish to inflict
punishment
you can punish the man probably worse in that way
than in any other.
Senator Rawlins:
But is that a civilized
way to
fight a war?
General Hughes: Thes e people (the Filipinos)
are
not civilized.
It is perhaps
as the "First
the struggle
independence
present.

For the common people of the Philippines,
being ruled by
the U.S. was no better than being ruled by Spain. The evils
of the Spanish colonial regime were continued under the
U.S. colonial regime.
The feudal system of landowning,
where only about 400 rich families and the church own half
the land, leaves the 75% of the people who are peasants
impoverished.
This system was maintained by the Americans.
U.S. manufactured goods flooded the Philippine
market(dut yfree, of course), crushing the development of any local
industry.
This kept the country economically dependant
on the u.s. Every year greater demands for raw materials
were made on Filipinos
in order to increase the rate of
profit for U. S. corporations.

more appropriate
to describe the Philippines
Vietnam", rather than the ''Next Vietnam. 11 For
of the Filipino
people for genuine national
and a democratic society has continued to the
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The U.S. built up an educational
system as a major instrument of colonial control.
It's main purpose was to discredit
the Philippine
striving
for independence, and cultivate
political
obedience to the u.s. General Arthur MacArthur,
in recommending a large appropriation
for school purposes
just after the war, explained why: "This appropriation
is
recommended primarily and exclusively
as an adjunct to
military
operations
calculated
to pacify the people and to
procure and expedite the restoration
of tranquilit y
throughout the Philippines."
English replaced Spanish as
the official
language. Thousands of American missionaries
10
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and teachers were brought over to convince Filipinos
that
the u.s. had brought "democracy" to them and was preparing
them for "self-government."
Meanwhile, the Flag Law was
passed, making it a crime to display the Filipino flagJ/

... r!H',dtit~American. RaJ!
The Philippines
remained an American colony until 1946,
when it was granted independence in name, But the same day,
the new President of the Republic, Roxas(favored by the
Americans because he had collaborated
with the Japanese and
was therefore extremely vulnerable to American pressure),
had to sign the Treaty of General Relations.
Now dig this,,
••• This treaty empowered the u.s. government to maintain
and expand its military bases, guaranteed the property
rights of U.S. citizens and corporations
as being ~qual
to Filipino citizens and corporations,
and put Philippine
foreign relations under u.s. government direction,
DOES
THIS SOUNDLIKE INDEPENDENCE
TO YOU?????????????
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More such treaties
followed, cutting further into the
sovereignty of the young Republic.
Here are some more
samples:
THE PROPERTY
ACT: all real estate and other property
acquired by the U.S. government before and after
July 4, 1946, would be respected
11!§ BELL~
f&!: Through the "Parity Amendment",
U.S. corporations
could exploit natural resources,
operate public utilities,
control the peso currency and tariff
MILITARYBASESAGREEMENT:gave the U.S. 99 year leases
on military bases at 20 strategic
points in the
Philippines
MILITARYASSISTANCE~:
Ensured continued U.S. control of the Philippine Armed Forces through the
Joint U.S. Military Advisory Group or JUSMAG
All this time, the U.S. government has been parading the
Philippines
about as its "showplace of democracy in Asia".
Now the country is under such a strict military dictatorship that all meetings of 5 or more people are banned if
they do not have the approval of the local military commander.
11
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The results of 70 years of American domination are painfully
obvious in the Philippines
today. First, the country is an
economic disaster.
Prices keep rising, the peso buys less
and less, and the average Filipino earns less than $200 per
year.
Over a million people are unemployed in the cities
and theris no unemployment compensation. (Ever wonder how
people get involved with stealing,
pimping, prostitution?
They have to eat, •••• ). The country has little
industry
and what does exist is financed by foreign loans and capital,
usually American or Japanese.
The Philippines
is over
$2 billion in debt.
Less than 1% of the people own 50% of the agricultural
land, and they often charge the peasant tenants who do the
farming 50-70% of the crop every year just for rent.
It's called feudalism.
75% of the people are peasants.
At the same time, American firms and banks in the Philippines
take out about seven dollars for every one they put in.
They're making a killing.
Total u.s. investments are over
$2 billion,
which represents about half of all
investments in Asia. Average profit ratio is about 181.,••• much

u.s.
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higher than in the States, due to the presence of cheap
labor (pay is 6-8 pesos a day in the cities,
4 to 6 pesos in
the countryside - a peso is worth about fifteen cents!!).

~
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After I was shipped out of the PI, I picked up an
Ohio paper several days later and saw a caption that read
SC1111ething
like this:
", •• students riot at American Embassy in Philippines,"
The students tore the Embassy
apart 'While chanting "President Marcos is a fascist
puppet for American Imperialism."
Funny• I share the
exact sa111esentiments,"

G-~-s
v,~f""d-

Conditions in towns outside American bases are especially
ugly. Here Fr emont Vance Cooper, a black Airmen stationed
at Clark Air Force Base from 1969-1970, describes life in
Angeles City, Pampanga Province:
"From the moment one walks out the main gate of Clark he
is more than likely to be greeted by a pig--eorrection,
several pigs. The streets are cluttered
with stands and
booths that peddle cigarettes,
gum, etc.
Most of these
small-time merchants offer money conversion at black
market rates--higher
than the legal rate.
After walking
through this market, one comes upon a taxi stand or hangout that takes after Grand Central Station,
Actually they
are WWIIsurplus jeeps that have been given or sold very
cheaply by the U,S, government. Would you believe they
pack nine people, eight average-sized Americans and one
rather small Filipino?
These taxis are called jeepneys.
Down the main drag a ways, and then a right turn--that is the beginning of the millions of escapades and
adventures each GI will inevitably encounter.
The streets
on both sides are line s with bars and clubs and nothing
else, save for a sari-sari
store or pharmacy here or there.
Now let's get down to what the PI really is. Women.
That's all,
Women. Clark Air Base has 33,000 personnel
on base. More than half are Gis most of whomhave wives
or girlfriends
back in the world. Have you put it together yet? Sex, baby! Sex is the most wanted, sought
after and expensive commodity in Angeles City,
That's
what Gis want more than anything else,
So it isn't
strange to see women (girls most of them) sitting or
standing in and around the clubs and bars all day long,
and all night too.
Let's agree that the level of employment of a country
has a great deal to do with the economy. Well folks, for
the average Filipino, employment is at an all-time low,
I don't mean that the government doesn't supply any jobs.
All I am saying is that the government doesn't come nearly
close enough to supplying enough jobs in relation to the
popluation.
At the same time, the President,
that Motherfucker Marcos , drains the people by ta,ces, high prices,
and doing Big Business with American which, quite naturally,
keeps employment nil,
We all know the first law of nature.
For the average Filipino that law is very real.
If a
women doesn't give her body for $5 a night, or $2 a nut,
she starves.
It's that basic,
It's really unfortunate
for the males that homosexuality is a no-no in the armed
services, or they would clean up too. But they get along .
You could say that Clark Air Base is a means to an end for
many Filipinos.
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What do Filipinos want? That's simple enough to answer.
They want land to fam, They want jobs They want to control
their own natural resources
They want the wealth of their
country to benefit ill Filipinos,
and not be taken out of
the country by foreign interests.
They want peace so they
can develop the beauty and culture of their country without
someone grabbing it . They want honest government that
serves the needs of all the people,
Marcos claims that martial law will enable him ,to create
"The New Society", free from the old poverty, corruption,
and violence,
He talks big about reforms, especially

land reform.
But so far his only land reform activity
has
been to try to militarily
take back land owned by his feudal
landlord friends which angry peasants have seized and divided
among themselves.
His first actions after declaring martial
law were to protect the foreign investors,
principally
u.s., who are robbing the country blind. He squashed two
Philippine
Supreme Court decisions that threatened U.S.
corporate privileges
(in fact, he squashed the Supreme
Court entirely!),
and he allowP.d u.s. oil companies to raise
their prices again.
How can reform come from the richest,
most corrupt,
most violent politician
in the country??
This is like putting the fox in charge of the chicken coop!

up of the feudal land-owning system that has enslaved the
peasants.
Only when the land belongs to the people will
there be democracy in the Philippines.

1
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The strength of the National Democratic Movement is what
forced Marcos to declare martial law. Throughout the
countryside
today, all the common people, no matter what
their political
persuasion,
hate Marcos. If it were not for
the military
and economic aid given Marcos by the U.S., he
wouldn't be able to stay in power.

Filipinos
are fed up with working hard all their lives only
to see their children die of malnutrition
while President
Marcos 1 children go to school in London. They know that
they must rely on their own efforts to better their life,
and they realize now that they will have to fight Uncle Sam
and Marcos every inch of the way if they are ever to achieve
genuine independence and a prosperous life.

Because the system stacks the deck against the people,
leaving them no control over their lives and no chance of
reform through existing channels, Filipinos
have learned
that the only way they will get the land they work is if
they forcefully
take it. In order to accomplish this task
of the National Democratic Movement, the Filipino people
have organized an armed force called the New People's
Army (Nl'A).

Especially
in the last four years, a large political
movement has grown for an independent Philippines.
This popu~
lar revolutionary
movement has the goal of national
democracy.
By national,
Filipinos
mean that they want all
foreign interests
out.
They want to be able to control
their own country, to industrialize
and provide jobs for
their people and hot have all their wealth go to other
countries.
Secondly, by democracy they mean the breaking

The Stars and Stripes (the newspaper published by the Brass
for GI's in Asia) labels members of the NPA as Bandits and
foreign agitators,
but the NPA is made up mostly of peasants
working to kick the landlords out, give the land to the
people, and defend their seizures from Marcos' troops.
Although the Nl'A is only four years old, it already has
liberated
some significant
areas of the countryside,

•.

August 1971 - Clarie AFB afler 10,000 residents

dcmonsuatc.

orAngeles City

The largest and oldest base area of the NPA is the Province
of Isabe la in Northern Luzon. Marcos 1 troops have failed
in numerous attempts to put down the peasants of Isabela
and restore the rule of the feudal landlords.
U,S, planes,
piloted by Filipinos
but taking off from Clark Field, are
regularly
dropping bombs and napalm on the peasants of
Isabela
as well as on people in other parts of the Philippines, ' U,S. military
advisors are helping }larcos ' troops
in campaigns against the New People's Army.
Already, the u.s. is much
in the Philippines
than it
1960's.
Through the u.s.
ment, Philippines
Internal

more involved in counter-insurgency
was in Vietnam during the early
Agency for Internati~nal
DevelopSecurity program, the U.S. has
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GI's who have been stationed in the Philippines
know the
facts better than most Americans. And they are in a position to do something about it.
In May, 1972, GI's from
Clark AFB and Subic Navy Base held a press conference in
Manila to say that the U.S. was violating
the Military
Bases Agreement by using its bases in the Philippines
for
aggression against Vietnam. Even though this was common
knowledge to GI's, many Filipinos were surprised to learn
it because the u.s. government had been denying it.

/11

"

spent $3.9 million dollars from 1969 to 1972 on various
police training programs designed to counter the threat of a
popular rebellion,
Michael Klare, author of WARWITHOUT
END:
American Planning for the Next Vietnams, writes, 11 In establishing the present state of martial law and carrying out
mass arrests against all political
parties who oppose him,
Philippine President }larcos has relied on a police force
fully trained and equipped by the United States.
The u.s.
has been involved every step of the way in the creation of
a police state in the Philippines. 11

•
•

Listen to this exchange during a U.S. Senate Sub-Committee
hearing in 1970:
Senator Symington: In other words, we are paying
the Philippine government to protect us from the
Filipino people who do not agree with the policies
of their government or do not like Americans.
General Warren: To a degree, yes sir.
17
18
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As Marcos' plight becomes more and more desperate,
he is
going to need increased amounts of military and economic
aid from the u.s. to keep his people down, This will mean
the conmittment of more U.S. air and naval power, and
possibly the use of U.S. ground troops against the Filipino
people again.
Of course the U.S. would prefer to use
Filipino troops to kill Filipinos,
thus avoiding anti-war
feeling back home. This lesson was learned in Vietnam,
After the signing of the Vietnam cease-fire
agreement, Marcos
remarked that he expected the U.S. military would be able
to help him out more now that its Vietnam commitment is
over.
The man Marcos will be turning to is Richard Nixon.
This is what Nixon wrote in a Reader's Digest article
in
1964: "On the fate of South Vietnam depends the fate of
all Asia. For South Vietnam is the dam in the river.
A
Co11111unist
victory there would mean, inevitably
and soon,
that the flood would begin; next would come the loss of
Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia which is
only 45 miles from the Philippines
and next door to
Australia.
CANANYONE
SERIOUSLY
SUGGESTTHATIN SUCHA
CIRCUMSTANCE
THE UNITEDSTATESWOULD
NOTHAVETO ENGAGE
IN
A MAJORWARTO SAVETHE PHILIPPINES FROMTHE SAMEFATE
AS VIETNAM?"

I'
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The resistance
of the Filipino people - workers, peasants,
students,
and small businessmen - is growing every day.
The slogan "MAKIBAKA,
HUWAG
MATAKOT",
which means "Dare
To Struggle, Be Not Afraid" is shouted or painted on walls
throughout the country.
What is to stop the Philippines
from becoming another
Vietnam? The American people have got to put their foot
down hard on military and business ambitions.
We're all
going to have to learn a lot more about the Philippines,
and
organize a public campaign against U.S. involvement there.
Filipinos must be free to solve their own problems and decide
their own future.
GI 1 s especially
those who are going to do
duty in the Philippines,
can make a particularly
valuable
contribution
-either by not going or by making efforts to
colll!lunicate the facts of whats going on th2re to Americans
at home if you do go.

You can get more information on the Philippines
by writing
to KILUSANPUBLICATIONS,
P.O.Box 26485, San Francisco, CA
94126. Here are some of the books available through them:
Philippine-Society
Rice Grains,

and Revolution,

by Amado Guerrero •• $1.25

poems by Amado Hernandez •••••••••••••••••

The Making of a Filipino,

by Renato Constantino •••••••

American Imperialism and the Philippine Insurrection,
edited by He~ry Graff •••••••••••••••••••••

$1. 00
$3.70
$3.50

Republic or Empire: American Resistance to the Philippine
War, by Daniel Boone Shirmer •••••••••••.••.•••
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A popular Filipino song, Bayan Ko (My Country),
well the spirit of the Filipino people today:

captures

I

In my golden land of Philippines
Fragrant flowers filled the morning breeze.
Loving fingers built a paradise,
A resting place for human-kind
One day foreign ships and strangers
Seeking out our wealth and beauty.
Left our people bound in chains,
Our hearts in misery.

came,

Birds go winging freely through the sky.
Try to cage them and they surely cry.
Take away a people's liberty,
Sons and daughters live to set them free.
Soon one day our trials will be done.
Night will fade and golden morning come.
Now, my life and love
I give to set my country free,
*
*Translated

into English by Barbara Dane
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